
Thank heavens its Friday!
Because financial markets are catatonic 
with the Thanksgiving holiday.! 

The overnight highlight was the release 
of the minutes from the ECB’s October 
meeting, and the minutes didn’t disappoint 
after they signalled a significant shift 
away from their bullish rhetoric amid to 
reflect a more cautious ‘wait-and-see’ 
approach. Risks to the growth outlook 
are clearly to the downside as the 
disinflationary process appears to have 
set in, and just to emphasise this point, 
Eurozone composite PMIs remained in 
deeply contractionary territory for a 
6th consecutive month at 47.1. We also 
had ECB policymaker, Joachim Nagel, 
announce, “Interest rates must stay high 
to bring inflation back to target. We cannot 
be sure if we have reached a peak in rates” 
although Francois Villeroy de Galhau 
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added later, “The ECB won’t raise rates 
again, excluding any surprise.” 

The Swedish central bank, the Riksbank, 
paused their hiking cycle for the first 
time in over a year leaving the cash rate 
at 4.0% although inflation and currency-
related concerns prompted policymakers 
to threaten another hike while the option 
of faster bond sales was also discussed. 

RBA Governor, Michelle Bullock, give a 
speech yesterday stating, “The remaining 
inflation challenge we are dealing with 
is becoming increasingly homegrown 
and demand driven. A more substantial 
monetary policy tightening is the right 
response to inflation that results from 
aggregate demand exceeding the economy’s 
potential to meet that demand”. Australian 
preliminary manufacturing PMIs for 
November eased to 47.7 from 48.2.

In New Zealand, the Institute of Directors’ 
annual sentiment survey reported the 
cost of living and inflation had replaced 
worries about finding staff as the top 
issue for members. Directors also remain 
deeply pessimistic on the outlook for 
the broader economy, with almost 56% 
expecting conditions to worsening in the 
coming year. With iron more prices at 
a 12-month high, China’s state planner 
announced it will step up its regulation of 
spot and futures markets urging iron ore 
firms not to hoard, hype up prices, or to 
manipulate futures market.

There were also a few announcements 
in relation to bond issuance with the 
CEO of the UK DMO – the issuer of UK 
government bonds, announcing, “The 
BoE’s quantitative tightening programme 

has not affected our gilt (UK Govt bonds) 
issuance strategy (although) the slow 
decline in demand for long-term gilts is likely 
to continue.” Germany also announced it 
will halt further issuance of its inflation-
linked bonds from 2024, and it won’t 
tap any existing issues… does this mean 
German inflation is now under control?

UBS is forecasting an earlier, faster 
rate cutting cycle, even though “Central 
bankers will keep stressing interest rates will 
remain high. There is a sense that central 
bankers are trying to manipulate the bond 
market, but bond traders are like 3-year 
olds who are high on sugar and will not be 
controlled. Investors are increasingly looking 
at the disinflationary consumer prices and 
speculating on rate cuts having to come 
sooner.” Couldn’t have put it better myself!

So, to sum it all up…
… it was a quiet session. Equity markets 

posted modest gains, as did commodity 
markets although oil prices fell -1.0%. 
Bond yields also posted incremental 
increases while currency markets 
flatlined after yesterday’s bout of USD-
selling. 

After scrapping AUD11.6bn of 
infrastructure projects amid worker 
shortages and inflation, the Australian 
Government has announced it will step 
up spending to underwrite new wind, 
solar and battery projects ... but what 
about the worker shortage and inflation?

SpaceX, Elon Musk’s company, is 
reportedly planning a December IPO 
valuing the company at USD150bn. 
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